
GRANGE OBS. OPERATIONS 
 

 

- Activities of the Grange Obs. resumed in April 2018. 

 

 

- Photometers status 

 

In the photometer at the 0.3-m telescope (field 17x13 arcmin) the original Sloan z filter 

(Shott RG830) was removed, swapping it with a Shott RG780 for increasing the science 

camera QHY6 wavelength peak throughput at 840 nm. The photometer at the 0.14-m 

maintained the photometric Johnson BVR filtering. All the photometers are working 

nominally. 

All the flat fields shall be updated in 2018, due to the photometric study conveniences. 
 

 

- Flat Fields status 

 

telescope-camera filter peak ADU date 

0.14-m SXL8 Johnson B - - 

0.14-m SXL8 Johnson V - - 

0.14-m SXL8 Johnson R - - 

0.14-m SXL8 CLEAR - - 

0.14-m SXL8 Vilnius S - - 

0.3-m QHY6 Sloan g - - 

0.3-m QHY6 Sloan r - - 

0.3-m QHY6 Sloan i - - 

0.3-m QHY6 Sloan z - - 

0.3-m QHY6 Gaia G - - 

 

The flat fields are usually executed during twilights at room temperature. 

A red color in the date cell (format DD-lett.M-YYYY) indicates the need of updated frames. 
 

 

 

 

 

- Instruments status 
 

 

A new pointing scopes design was implemented for the 0.3-m telescope, thus the zenith is 

now easily reachable via a 90° tilted viewfinder. A linear pointing scope is also present on 

the tube, and all the viewfinder reticles (as well as the 0.14-m QHY6 field pointing 

eyepiece) are illuminated. 

The 0.3-m telescope and the 0.14-m astrograph photometers current filtering are also 

reported herein. 



 
 

The 0.3-m photometer filtering (Sloan and Gaia standard) 

 

 

 
 

The 0.14-m photometer filtering (Johnson standard) 

 



   
 

The Grange Obs. instruments current layout; the 0.3-m  QHY6 camera filter wheel is 

mounted inside the “composite” (Bakelite) tube, mounted inward on the brass focuser. 

The tube itself was coated inside with a colloidal graphite compound, the 0.3-m telescope’s 

optical and mechanical design was conceived in ‘90s using innovative techniques. 

The analogic mount was designed and built at the MPC 022 Turin Observatory’s 

professional warehouse, characterized by large aluminum dials for pointing. 

 

 


